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PIP Speak
Our team helps your team deliver big, rapid, sustainable results

Capital Projects are almost by 
definition large and important. 
The value of projects in the 
pipeline in the Australian 
mining industry alone currently 
sits at AU$62.6bn –up from 
AU$17.7bn three years ago1. 
This rapid increase in the 
amount of capital work in play 
has spread the experience with 
managing capital projects very 
thinly in both corporates and 
EPCM2 companies.

As a result you can no longer count on the people in your EPCM team or your own 
internal team having prior capital experience commensurate with the size of project 
you are about to undertake. This greatly increases the risks of capital blow-out. 

As these are significant numbers, the financial difference between well and poorly 
managed capital projects can be dramatic, and this has hurt many careers and 
companies over the years. At the moment, the reports of budget and schedule blow-
outs are frequent. It is easy to attribute this to ‘price increases and inflation in the 
construction industry’ but the evidence shows that tightly managed projects do not 
follow the trend of cost and schedule blow-out. 

Capital projects – manage them proactively or they will eat 
your money while you sleep before costing you your job

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Improving Capital Project 
Management 
A significant portion of the blow-outs in 
time and budget on capital projects are 
controllable through improved capital 
project management:
→ EPCM firms’ experienced people 

are spread so thinly across so many 
projects you can no longer rely on 
them for excellence in this area, and 
the same may well apply to your 
own internal teams

→ Controlling a capital project well 
depends on three elements:

›  Setting the project up correctly

›  Generating and implementing 
ideas to remove variances and 
reduce time and cost in general

›  Proactively managing (detailed 
planning, ensuring compliance 
to plan, managing the contract 
administration efficiently) FIGURE 1: AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL 

PROJECT COST INCREASES
Cost blow-out risk is traditionally high 
>30%

FIGURE 2: CAPITAL PROJECT 
SCHEDULE 
Blow-out risk is also high

1 Source: Access Economics Investment Monitor

2 EPCM stands for Engineering, Procurement and Construction Management – the 4 main elements in a capital project

We’ve spent the 
entire budgeted 
Capex already? 
We’re only 60% of 
the way through...
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Rapid, sustainable results

In this article, we explain how PIP has helped organisations tighten 
their management of capital projects to bring them in closer to 
budget and schedule despite industry trends. There are three key 
elements to the approach:
1. Hard wire your projects for success from the outset 

2. Generate and implement ideas to speed up delivery and bring 
variances back in line

3. Proactively manage execution of the projects

1. Hard wire your projects for success 
from the outset
PIP experience shows that even high performing organisations 
do not typically set up projects with the processes and controls 
necessary for ensuring on-time and on-budget delivery. We refer to 
this as the “wiring” of the project and organisation, as it effectively 
pre-determines the outcome. All too often, the absence of an 
effective performance management system that brings the right 
issues into focus (by reviewing performance and setting clear 
priorities and short-term targets) causes execution to fail. We 
overview here some of the more important wiring elements that 
need to be right from the start for capital project success: 

a) In-house management or EPCM contractor?
One of the most important decisions to make at this stage is 
who will manage the project and what the project structure will 
therefore be. Will it be done in-house using your staff and resources 
or will you use an EPCM contractor to provide some or all of the 
management services?

This is a crucial decision, as putting the wrong groups in charge of 
the wrong pieces will add 20-40% to your capital cost before you 
even start. With experienced capital people being stretched thin 
like cling wrap over projects, you can no longer count on many 
people with lots of experience picking up on issues and covering up 
for a lack of systems, processes and proactive management. 

PIP is often called in mid-way through a project when significant 
schedule and cost blow-outs have occurred. In nearly all 
circumstances a poor decision around who should manage which 
elements of the project and what the project structure should be 
are prime causes of the blow-outs. There are some fifteen criteria 
that we have found important in weighing up this decision, a few 
examples include:
→ Technical skills – who can best provide the technical 

engineering and/or project management skills over the life of 
the project? 

→ Relevant Experience – who has extensive experience in 
managing projects of similar size and complexity? Managing a 
capital project in a remote African location for a 3rd tier miner 
on a shoe string budget is very different from managing a 
capital expansion with existing facilities for a mining major in 
Australia. How relevant is their experience? 

→ Resources – who exactly is going to be on the ground? Don’t 
assume that the people the EPCMs send you are experienced, 
particularly in the current market. Futhermore, don’t assume 
the EPCM people who turn up to the sales meetings will be on 

the project unless you explicit require this as part of the terms. 
Demand experience –it can cover up a multitude of design and 
project management errors through pattern recognition.

b) Project structure and accountabilities
Apply science to get the organisational structure correct from the 
start, and try to create and sustain an environment of stability 
within the team.

FIGURE 3: THE RIGHT STRUCTURE WILL ASSIST IN 
DELIVERING A BETTER OUTCOME ...

The structure will define the roles and responsibilities within 
the project. It should therefore be used to set up the correct 
performance measures using value drivers as one of the tools. 
We strongly recommend that you apply science to determining 
it, focusing on single point accountability (No Overlaps, No Gaps) 
and ensuring that the right stratum in the project organisation is 
responsible for the right time horizon. Working out the structure 
and accountabilities allows you to determine the KPIs and role 
descriptions for each role – ensuring that KPIs cascade to enable 
simple reporting of KPI progress through the organisation. This in 
turn feeds the review process and accountabilities become very 
clear and enforceable.

c) Incentives
Incentives require good project management, good variations 
management and good visibility of all expenditure and 
performance KPIs, otherwise the contractor can engineer the 
contract to maximise their incentives.

Incentives must also continue to create the right behaviour 
regardless of point of time in project implementation. This may 
mean that the basis of their calculation needs to change over 
the course of the project. Incentives need to vary according to 
the type of contract signed – is it fixed price or schedule of rates 
or cost reimbursable? Each has different drawbacks and risks to 
be managed. As this (along with the in/outsource and structure 
questions) will have a significant impact on the way players will 
behave, it needs to be thought through carefully – reflecting what 
success looks like, how people need to behave to get there, and 
what the relative teeth of various incentives will be on the players 
total profit/salary. For example, giving a key supplier 15 KPIs, each 
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of which is equal to 1% of their total profit, is broadly similar to 
giving them no KPIs at all. There are too many to focus on and 
the impact of working on any one of them will yield at best less 
than 1% of their total compensation. You also need to be clear 
who can most influence the results for a piece of work – if it is the 
supervisors, then look to pay an incentive directly to them – paying 
it to the supplying company is likely to have limited or no impact 
on their supervisors’ behaviours. 

d) Sourcing (procurement)
There is so much more to minimising total cost to the organisation 
than just arm-twisting a supplier or contractor over one or two 
rounds of negotiation. That might make you feel that you got a good 
deal, but may well be leaving lots of money on the table or buying 
significant problems during the capital and operating phases. 
Buying well is a tightly controlled process that minimises the total 
cost of ownership to the organisation. It involves rigorous analysis, 
meticulous preparation, effective risk management, well-rehearsed 
negotiation skills, a contract that covers all critical contingencies 
and insistence on the right contract management ‘wiring’ to cover 
the contract duration. PIP has extensive experience in helping 
clients identify and strengthen weak points in their process.

Information is key to coordinating project procurement and identifying 
where existing contracts and sources can be better leveraged. 
Obtaining and understanding all the Bills of Material is a critical starting 
point, and challenging the specifications often generates savings. 
Experience shows that they are frequently ‘gold plated’ as a result of 
the specification process itself (which may represent an engineering 
wish list unencumbered by any consideration of a cost/benefit trade-
off.). By working closely and cooperatively with the engineering team 
to really understand the requirements and evaluate the options on a 
NPV basis for the organisation, procurement can typically reduce the 
up-front costs. Similarly, the scheduling and logistics components 
should be carefully scrutinised to identify synergies (for example, using 
3rd party logistics providers).

In our experience close to 50% of the overall benefit from improving 
procurement in projects comes from up-front analysis and effective 
preparation prior to negotiation of a contract. Another significant 
contribution can be made by collective problem solving with 
suppliers and customers. In this way, all parties seek to identify value 
creation opportunities prior to working out how the benefit is shared. 
If your team is solely focused on haggling with suppliers over price, it 
is likely that significant amounts of NPV are being left on the table. 

e) Risk management
Another critical aspect to get right from the outset is a deep and 
honest understanding of the potential risks that the project will 
face. Too often we find cases where blowouts in time and budget 
are the result of project teams kicking off a project without any 
active management of potential risks – either due to a lack of rigour 
in assessing their impact/likelihood, or because it is assumed/
hoped that the risks will go away.

Due to their complex nature and the fact that they will run over 
multiple months, if not years, construction projects face almost 
every conceivable risk including technical, logistical, labour, 
financial and political risks.

It is therefore critical to identify and assess risks based on 
potential consequences, frequency of exposure and probability 
of occurrence before the project kicks off. However to effectively 
mitigate the potential risks, responsibility and actions should be 
assigned to team members ranging from taking immediate risk 
improvement steps, to incorporating preventative and mitigation 
actions in the day-to-day procedures.

It is also important to close the loop on the above efforts by 
regularly reviewing the actions resulting from the risk assessment 
as well as periodically reassessing the underlying risks.

2. Generate and implement ideas to 
speed up delivery and bring variances 
back in line 
a) Once the project is set up, the next challenge is to ensure that 

project schedules and costs are controlled. PIP has a well proven 
method of working with teams to generate and implement ideas 
to improve performance. This involves understanding the drivers 
of cost and performance and using structured “Idea Generation 
Sessions” to identify the most powerful opportunities to reduce 
costs and bring schedules back on track. 

Two examples from a recent rail capital project PIP assisted 
with are:

› Earthworks are a major component of a rail program and 
is likely to account for some 60% of the rail project costs. 
The activity often happens in remote locations far away 
from management oversight and, as such, can represent a 
significant risk to budget and schedule. 

 The earthworks sub-project was falling behind schedule and 
the activity analysis showed that time was being lost on the 
sub-grade and sub-ballast capping activities. PIP organised 
several ‘Idea Generation Sessions’ with the client, EPCM, 
suppliers and contractor workforce to identify ideas that could 
be implemented to speed up these processes. These ideas 
were then prioritised and the top 2 ideas were identified for 
implementation.

 As a result, the moisture and compaction requirements 
for sub-grade earthworks were standardised, significantly 
reducing time without degrading performance levels. 
Additionally, the run-off profile for the sub-ballast capping 
was changed - saving additional time without compromising 
performance.

FIGURE 4: SUB BALLAST CAPPING RATE IMPROVEMENT
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› Sleeper production was also behind schedule. The analysis 
showed that unlike the earthworks issues, the issues here 
were related to operator resourcing and absenteeism at the 
supplier. Idea Generation Sessions were again organised 
involving people from the supplier (managers down to 
operators), many ideas were generated and easiest to 
implement and biggest impact ideas were selected for 
immediate implementation with PIP support. The other 
ideas were put into an ideas pipeline and implemented with 
lower priority over the following months.

 The resulting actions improved sleeper production rates by 
50% and enabled this part of the rail project to complete on 
time. The actions implemented were to:

• Eliminate delays due to minor accidents and incidents by 
improving safety compliance and housekeeping 

•  Bring staffing levels back to plan by employing five new 
operators

•  Provide transport to work to eliminate late comers and no 
shows

•  Employ a maintenance technician to reduce lost time due 
to equipment breakdowns

•  Employ an additional supervisor to increase oversight and 
control

•  Improve supervisor effectiveness by providing PIP training 
in front-line proactive management

FIGURE 5: MANUFACTURING HAD NOT ACHIEVED 
PRODUCTION CAPACITY...50% IMPROVEMENT 
ACHIEVED IN 3 MONTHS

b) Proactively managing these ideas to lock-in is crucial. PIP’s 
pipeline management methodologies are designed to ensure 
that full value is derived from the ideas entering the pipeline. 
See our related article on managing the ideas pipeline for tips 
and tricks in this area. 

3. Proactively manage execution of 
the projects
Capital project management has always been about managing 
the detail. Today however, with experienced resources stretched 
thin, it’s important to ensure that the basic disciplines are broadly 
understood and being used. Having set your project up correctly 
(above), there are three core elements to daily management that 
regularly go awry:

a) Require planning with detail increasing down the organisation

 Project managers often mistakenly believe that they have 
finished planning once they have a GANTT chart ‘signed off’ by 
top management.

 PIP requires that effective planning meets the following criteria:

› Planning takes place at all levels and across all time horizons 
i.e. macro down to shift/daily planning

› The plans specify clear measurable outputs for each 
manager or supervisor

› The plans are produced in visual layouts so people can quickly 
see what is on/off track and where to focus their time and effort

However planning has no value if compliance is not regularly 
assessed. PIP uses two powerful tools to manage compliance 
and eliminate variance: Result-Action-Reviews and Short 
Interval Control Reviews. Both of these are discussed in more 
detail in the next section.

FIGURES 6-8: SOME TYPICAL TOOLS USED TO PLAN 
AND CONTROL PROJECT EXECUTION INCLUDE:
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The Gantt chart remains a key tool for determining critical path and key interdependencies

Activity
ID

Activity
Description

Orig
Dur

Early
Start

Early
Finish

BRIDGE  24
CONSTRUCTION
PILING

1001 PRES GROUT PILES & DRILL INST (P) ANCHORS 15 14MAY08A 28MAY08
PILE CAPS

2001 PILE CAP 4 (Abutment 1) 5 22MAY08A 25MAY08

2002 PILE CAP 5 5 24MAY08 28MAY08

2003 PILE CAP 6 5 27MAY08 31MAY08

2004 PILE CAP 7 5 30MAY08 03JUN08

2005 PILE CAP 8 5 02JUN08 07JUN08
PIERS

3001 PIER 2 3 23MAY08 25MAY08

3002 PIER 3 3 25MAY08 27MAY08

3003 PIER 4 ABUTMENT NORTH 3 27MAY08 29MAY08

3004 PIER 5 3 30MAY08 01JUN08

3005 PIER 6 3 02JUN08 05JUN08

3006 PIER 7 3 06JUN08 08JUN08

3007 PIER 8 3 09JUN08 11JUN08
PIER CAP AND GIRDERS

4001 INST OF STH ABUTMENT HEADSTOCK AND STRESSING 3 23MAY08
7

25MAY08

4002 INST OF NTH ABUTMENT HEADSTOCK AND STRESSING 3 01JUN08 03JUN08

4003 INST OF REMAINING HEADSTOCK AND STRESSING 10 07JUN08 16JUN08

4004 BEAM FITOUT 10 07JUN08 16JUN08

4005 ERECTION OF STEEL GIRDERS AND BRACINGS 10 17JUN08 27JUN08

4006 CONCRETE INFILL TO THE DECK 10 23JUN08 03JUL08

4007 GROUTING OF POT BEARING 3 30JUN08 03JUL08
APPROACH SLAB

5001 APPROACH SLAB SOUTH 4 03JUL08 06JUL08

5002 APPROACH SLAB NORTH 4 10JUL08 13JUL08

5003 BRIDGE COMPLETE 1 14JUL08 14JUL08

5004 CURING AND HANDOVER 3 14JUL08 16JUL08
ABUTMENTS

6001 PARTIAL BACKFILL TO THE ABUTMENT STH (BY OTHERS) 15 16MAY08A 10JUN08

6002 PARTIAL BACKFILL TO THE ABUTMENT NTH (BY OTHERS) 15 05JUN08 20JUN08

6003 PLACE ROCK ARMOURS  - SOUTH (BY OTHERS) 4 11JUN08 14JUN08

6004 WING WALL TO ABUTMENT SOUTH 10 12JUN08 22JUN08

6005 WINGWALL TO ABUTMENT NORTH 10 21JUN08 30JUN08

6006 PLACE ROCK ARMOURS - NORTH (BY OTHERS) 4 21JUN08 24JUN08

6007 REMAINING BACKFILL SOUTH (BY OTHERS) 7 25JUN08 01JUL08

6008 REMAINING BACKFILL NORTH (BY OTHERS) 8 01JUL08 09JUL08

FY 2008
APR MAY JUN JUL

17 24 1 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 3 10 17 24 31
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a) Run regular reviews – Focus on the facts

To prevent and manage blow-outs on budget and 
schedule, you need to actively review compliance to 
plan and rapidly address variances as they occur. This 
involves:

›   Coaching managers, supervisors and crew leaders in 
the use of tools such as Result Action Reviews and 
Short Interval Control to monitor performance and 
take corrective actions on a regular basis.

›  Closing the loop at each layer of the business on 
a regular and detailed basis (we would suggest 
frequencies shown in the chart on the right).

›  Requiring a ‘field change request’ system that 
requires contractors to notify you of changes/
variations required due to slow progress within sven 
days. This enables quick assessment of the facts and 
resolution of the problem (where possible).

›  Hunting down variances with root cause analysis 
as they start to emerge. Don’t leave it until there 
are such significant blow-outs that a person on the 
street can spot them – identify the issues early and 
nip them in the bud as soon as they emerge. The 
solutions will be less dramatic and the impact of 
your minor (but frequent) interventions may not be 
immediately visible – until the project is actually 
delivered on time and on budget!

A major advantage of this approach is that contractual 
variances can easily be dealt with in a timely fashion 
because the facts around the variances will be known 
in detail at the time. Disputes are resolved more easily 
on a project where the facts are agreed on, then where 
minimal planning and reviews have occurred and 
past events are open to interpretation. At a recent PIP 
client, variations claims equal to 20% of the original 
contract value were outstanding when we arrived. By 
consolidating all the facts, variations were resolved 
and agreed at 60% of original claim value, eliminating 
a frustration and distraction for both client and EPCM 
management, and freeing up managers from both 
parties to focus on delivering to budget and schedule 
going forward.

FIGURES 9-10: HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF CHARTS AND TOOLS 
THAT ARE USED IN RESULTS-ACTION-REVIEWS (RARS)

Please refer to our other articles to learn more about RARs in general.
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Weekly Contract performance review meetings are critical for success and 
accountability

Action Who When Comment Complete Updated Date
Mobilise operators PM ongoing

Source sub ballast capping material locations NC 17-Oct

ongoing - possible complete 

mid Nov 10-Dec

Commence night shi� PM 10-Nov 10-Dec

Excavating resources to be sourced JC 10-Nov

Scrapers from Contractor A BR 21-Nov Done P 25-Nov

Demobilsie Bridge Contractor GH 25-Oct Done P 30-Oct

Resolve water at #6 RR 19-Oct Done P
Mobilise rock breakers ED 23-Oct Done P 26-Oct

Mobilise drill rigs GH 23-Oct Done P 26-Oct

Review target loads for each fleet per location Site Engs 15-Oct complete with Contractor P 23-Oct

Get operating hours & availability charts reporting improved GN 01-Nov Done P

Commence Capping Layer Night Shi� ED 07-Jan

Commence Trimming Night Shi� ED 07-Jan

Performance Improvement Actions Register - updated weekly - as at 6 Dec

Highlights: Emerging issues:
Night shi� crew has begun to deliver 
target results

Sta� dissatisfaction nearing xmas
break

Weekly target production reached High concentration of construction 
tra�ic;Trimming at 101km nearing 

completion - Increased safety risksCapping layer material being 
processed to 99km - Low e�iciency

Lowlights: Priorities:

Batter trimming very time consuming
Mobilise operators

Unable to mobilise more graders
Commence night shi� 

No capping layer material 
Nightshi� working on Sub Ballast 
Capping Preparation

Water shortages Location and Mobilisation of Graders
Increase capping layer production
Accelerate trimming/finishing of cuts

Overview - weekly update 
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c) Ensure disciplined and effective contract administration

A well organised, structured and proactive contract management 
approach can offer significant savings in project, variation and 
potential litigation costs. Monthly contract review meetings 
should be used to review and action items on a set agenda with 
senior staff from the owner, the project team and the EPCM 
contractor. Typical items to be reviewed would include:

›  Contract correspondence

›  Non-conformances 

›  Field transmittal memoranda

›  Site instructions

›  Forecast spend

›  Minutes of meetings

›  Progress reports (daily and weekly RARs)

›  Quantity manhour reports

Ongoing good relationships at all levels with contractors 
and suppliers are key to ensuring that early identification of 
potential issues occurs and that these are dealt with quickly 
and effectively.

Conclusion
The dramatic lift in the volume and value of capital projects in play, increases the chances of projects experiencing budget and schedule 
blow-outs. It is possible to greatly reduce the chances of blow-outs on projects by implementing management processes that:
1.  Set the project up correctly

2. Identify ideas to reduce variances

3.  Drive proactive management through use of simple review tools to keep the project on track
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